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Recap

I CFAS Data - Females

I No missing states at baseline

I No two events in same month

I IMaCh: A maximum likelihood computer program using
Interpolation of Markov Chains

I ELECT: Estimation of Life Expectancies using
Continuous-Time multi-state models

I SPACE: Stochastic Population Analysis for Complex Events



iMaCh website

I There are three main web-pages1 for iMaCh:

1. euroreves.ined.fr/imach/

2. euroreves.ined.fr/imach/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

3. euroreves.ined.fr/imach/wiki/index.php/Documentation

I The first website contains the download instructions for
installation for different platforms; Windows (win9X, 2000,
XP, Vista), MacOS/X Leopard and Linux.

I The second website contains an overview of the software, with
the main documentation contained on the third website.

1Note: There is also euroreves.ined.fr/imach/doc/imach.htm, but this
links to documentation on the older Version 0.97 (June 2004) of IMaCh

euroreves.ined.fr/imach/
euroreves.ined.fr/imach/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
euroreves.ined.fr/imach/wiki/index.php/Documentation
euroreves.ined.fr/imach/doc/imach.htm


iMaCh data setup I

Each line of the data set is an individual record.
Fields are separated by blank spaces:

First Column Unique index number Must be a positive
number

Covariate Columns First Covariate, Second
Covariate, Third
Covariate, etc.

Boolean, i.e., should
be 1 or 0

Weight Individuals can be
weighted to account for
sample stratification

Must be a positive
number

Even if you do not wish to include weights or covariates in the
model, you must still fill the column with a number (e.g. 1) as all
fields must be present.



iMaCh data setup II

Date of birth coded as mm/yyyy Cannot be missing

Date of death coded as mm/yyyy If death occurs this
cannot be missing.
Otherwise censored
observations are
coded as 99/9999

Date of 1st interview coded as mm/yyyy Cannot be missing

Status at 1st interview positive number Cannot be missing



iMaCh data setup III

Date of 2nd interview coded as mm/yyyy Missing dates are
coded as 99/9999

Status at 2nd interview positive number Missing values are
coded −1

Date of nth interview coded as mm/yyyy Missing dates are
coded as 99/9999

Status at nth interview positive number Missing values are
coded −1

I If a death occurs before the nth interview: code the status at
interview n to the death state and include a date of death in
the ‘date of death’ column - it does not matter what date is
included in the date column for this nth interview.

I All interview dates and states after this can be coded as either
dead or missing - it doesn’t make a difference.



Data

Warning: iMaCh has a character limit on the number of columns!



Running iMaCh - within folder



Running iMaCh - within folder



Running iMaCh - within folder



Running iMaCh - within folder

There are a number of files you need to have within your working
folder in order to run analysis in iMaCh. These are:

I iMaCh executible file

I GNU Plot

I data

I .imach file containing model/parameter specifications

Within the .imach file there are a number of settings..



Running iMaCh - within folder



Running iMaCh - using a bat file

I Create q.txt: this is a .txt file containing only the letter q
I Create a .bat file using a text editor, listing the 3 items below,

on one line separated by spaces:
I Location in quote marks of the iMaCh.exe programme
I Location not in quote marks of the iMaCh parameter file
I <q.txt

I Double click on the .bat file when you would like it to run the
models

I Advantage: You can run several models in sequence.

I Warning: If the model fails you will not see any error
messages - the programme will just close - you can still find
these in the .log files.



Running iMaCh - using a bat file



iMaCh parameter file I



iMaCh parameter file II

#Imach version 0.98k, June 2009, INED-EUROREVES-Institut

de longevite

This first line is a comment. Comment lines start with a ‘#’.
You cannot add comments to the parameter file!

title=females datafile=fdata all.txt lastobs=13000

firstpass=1 lastpass=8

I title=females is any given name for the model.

I datafile=fdata all.txt is the name of the data set.

I lastobs=13000 the program is able to run on a subsample where the
last observation number is lastobs. It can be set to be a bigger
number than the true number of observations (e.g. 100000).

I firstpass=1, lastpass=8 firstpass=1 means the first wave in the
survey. lastpass=8 means the last wave to be included will be the
8th.



iMaCh parameter file III

ftol=1.000000e-008 stepm=12 ncovcol=4 nlstate=2 ndeath=1

maxwav=8 mle=1 weight=0

I ftol=1e-8 Convergence tolerance

I stepm=1 The time unit in months for interpolation.

I ncovcol=2 Number of covariate columns included in the datafile
before the column for the date of birth.

I nlstate=2 Number of non-absorbing (alive) states.

I ndeath=1 Number of absorbing states.

I maxwav=4 Number of waves in the datafile.

I mle=1 Option for the Maximisation Likelihood Estimation.

I If mle=1 the program does the maximisation and the calculation
of health expectancies

I If mle=-1 you get a template for the number of parameters and
the size of the variance-covariance matrix.

I weight=0 Provides the possibility of adding weights.



iMaCh parameter file IV

model=.

Intercept and age are automatically included in the model.

Additional covariates can be included with the command:

I if model=. then no covariates are included

I if model=V1 the model includes the first covariate

I if model=V2 the model includes the second covariate

I if model=V1+V2 the model includes the first and the second
covariate

I if model=V1*V2 the model includes the product of the first
and the second covariate

I if model=V1+V1*age the model includes the product
covariate*age



iMaCh parameter file V

I You must write the initial guess values of the parameters for
optimization.

I The number of parameters, N depends on the number of
absorbing states and non-absorbing states and on the number
of covariates in the model (ncovmodel).

I Each of the four lines starts with indices “ij”: ij aij bij

# Parameters nlstate*nlstate*ncov a12*1 + b12 * age + ...
12 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0
21 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0

I In order to speed up the convergence you can make a first run
with a large stepm i.e stepm=12 or 24 and then decrease the
stepm until stepm=1 month.



iMaCh parameter file VI

I The ‘scales’ are needed to compute the numerical derivatives.
These derivatives are used to compute the hessian matrix of
the parameters. They are often used for estimating variances
and confidence intervals.

I Each line consists of indices “ij” followed by the initial scales
associated with aij and bij:
I If mle=1 you can enter zeros
I If mle=0 (no maximisation of Likelihood) you must enter a

covariance matrix (usually obtained from an earlier run).

# Scales (for hessian or gradient estimation)
12 0. 0.
13 0. 0.
21 0. 0.
23 0. 0.



iMaCh parameter file VII

I The covariance matrix is output if mle=1. But it can be also be
used as an input to get the various output data files (Health
expectancies, period prevalence etc.) and figures without
rerunning the maximisation phase (mle=0).

I Each line starts with indices “ijk” followed by the covariances
between aij and bij:

121 Var(a12)
122 Cov(b12,a12) Var(b12)

...
232 Cov(b23,a12) Cov(b23,b12) ... Var (b23)



iMaCh parameter file VIII

Age range for calculation of stationary prevalences and
health expectancies:

# agemin agemax for life expectancy, bage fage (if mle==0

ie no data nor Max likelihood).

agemin=64 agemax=120 bage=65 fage=100 estepm=12

I agemin= Minimum age for calculation of the period prevalence

I agemax= Maximum age for calculation of the period prevalence

I bage= Minimum age for calculation of the health expectancies

I fage= Maximum age for calculation of the health expectancies

I estepm= Unit (in months). We compute the life expectancy
from trapezoids spaced every estepm months. A more precise
result will be obtained if estepm is as small as stepm.



iMaCh parameter file IX

Computing the cross-sectional prevalence

# Observed prevalence period

begin-prev-date=01/01/1991 end-prev-date=31/12/1994

mov average=0

Statements ‘begin-prev-date’ and ‘end-prev-date’ allow you to
select the period in which the observed prevalences in each state.

I begin-prev-date= Starting date (day/month/year)

I end-prev-date= Final date (day/month/year)

I mov average=0 Necessary for population–based health
expectancy calculations



iMaCh parameter file X

Population- or status-based health expectancies

# Health expectancies computed from stationary prevalence

(pop based=0) or population based (1)

pop based=1

I The program can compute both population and status-based
health expectancies, i.e health expectancies which do and do
not depend on the initial health state.

I TRICKY!



iMaCh parameter file XI

Prevalence forecasting (Experimental)

# Prevalence forecasting

prevforecast=0 starting-proj-date=01/01/1991

final-proj-date=31/12/1994 mobil average=0

I Prevalence and population projections are only available if the
interpolation unit is a month, i.e. stepm=1 and if there are no
covariate



Output files - top level



Output files - top level



Output files - ADL folder



Output files - webpage



Output files - webpage



Results webpage



IMaCh results



IMaCh covariates

Set mle=-1 and model=V1+V2



IMaCh covariates - oradl.txt



IMaCh covariates



IMaCh covariates



ELECT

I The web-page for downloading ELECT is:
www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucakadl/indexELECT.html

I It is written in R and requires another R package, msm, to run.

I The data need to be arranged long format

www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucakadl/indexELECT.html


ELECT data

Longitudinal panel data format means one row per observation.

An example for individual is
given by:

id state age education
5 1 66 9
5 1 67 9
5 1 69 9
5 2 73 9
5 2 74 9
5 3 78 9

Another example of data for an
individual is:

id state age education
7 1 81 11
7 2 82 11
7 1 84 11
7 -2 86 11

Note the last state is right-censored
(denoted by the value -2). Right
censoring here implies the person is
still alive but in an unknown state.



ELECT - msm model

# Fit the msm model:

model<-msm(state∼age, subject=id, data=data,

center=FALSE, qmatrix=Q, death=TRUE,

covariates=∼age+ybirth, censor=-2,

censor.states=c(1,2), method="BFGS",

control=list(trace=1, REPORT=1,

maxit=1000, fnscale=100000))

# Fit the ELECT model:

LEs.pnt<-elect(model=model,

b.covariates=list(age=0,ybirth=20),

statedistdata=sddata,

time.scale.msm="years",

h=0.5, age.max=40, S=0)



ELECT - msm model

# Fit the msm model:

model<-msm(state∼age, subject=id, data=data,

center=FALSE, qmatrix=Q, death=TRUE,

covariates=∼age+ybirth, censor=-2,

censor.states=c(1,2), method="BFGS",

control=list(trace=1, REPORT=1,

maxit=1000, fnscale=100000))

# Fit the ELECT model:

LEs.pnt<-elect(model=model,

b.covariates=list(age=0,ybirth=20),

statedistdata=sddata,

time.scale.msm="years",

h=0.5, age.max=40, S=0)



ELECT results
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SPACE

I The web-page for downloading SPACE is:
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data_access/space.htm

I SPACE is made up of many different SAS macro files

I However, a wrapper is available from its authors

I Designed for complex population sampling

I Can do semi-Markov Models (dependent on time in state)

I Data - Multiple lines, one per time point

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data_access/space.htm


SPACE files



SPACE data



SPACE syntax - MAIN wrapper



Disability free life expectancy

I Classifications of Disability:
I State 1: No Disability
I State 2: Mild to Severe Disability
I State 3: Death



Disability

ELECT:
Estimation of Life Expectancies

using Continuous-Time multi-state

models
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Disability

SPACE:
Stochastic Population Analysis for Complex Events
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Disability

SPACE:
Stochastic Population Analysis for Complex Events
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Disability: Comparison



Cognitive Impairment

I Classifications of Cognitive Impairment:
I State 1: MMSE 18 − 30
I State 2: MMSE 0 − 17
I State 3: Death



Cognitive Impairment

ELECT:
Estimation of Life Expectancies

using Continuous-Time multi-state

models
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Cognitive Impairment

SPACE:
Stochastic Population Analysis for Complex Events
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Cognitive Impairment

SPACE:
Stochastic Population Analysis for Complex Events
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Cognitive Impairment: Comparison



Stroke: iMaCh

I iMaCh cannot handle non recoverable conditions

I If you try to run a model on data with no recovery you will
get an error message:

Error reading data around ‘12’ at line number 2

for individual 1, ‘0002 1 0 1 04/1899 05/1995

12/1990’ Should be a covariate value (=0 for the

reference or 1 for alternative). Exiting.

Type q for exiting:



Stroke: ELECT results
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Summary

Different strokes for different folks.

Software

IMaCh SPACE ELECT GLSMT LxPct 2

Common disorder FF FF FF F F

No recovery − F FF F F

Rare recovery F F FF F F

Uneven observations FF F FF F F

Right censored data FF − FF − F

Two waves, lots of covariates F FF FF FF F

Flexibility FF F F FF F

Useability FF F F F FF



Questions

Questions?
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